
 
Back to Nature on Big Moor 

 
 
Aims of the Game 
 

 
To help your species survive on Big Moor by establishing a stable population.  
Winning the game does not mean that another species must become extinct. 
 

 
Setting up the game 
 

 
Place 3 food tokens on each food square on the board and 3 water tokens on each water square.  
Place the blue natural event cards and the red human event cards on the board.  
Each player is allocated an animal species and sets up his/her animal information card and sounder.  
Each player receives 5 animal tokens, 5 food tokens and 5 water tokens.  
 
The tokens represent different numbers of animals.  
1 token = 1 deer 
1 token = 2 Kestrels 
1 token = 4 badgers 
1 token = 6 hedgehogs 
1 token = 10 frogs 
 

 
Playing the Game 
 

 
The animal throwing the highest dice score (from a single dice) starts.  
To make a move a player must pay one food/water token.  
If a player wants to lower his/her animal population s/he can pay with 1 animal token.  
 
A player can choose, on any turn, to throw one dice or two dice. (see tactics below) 
 
If a player lands on a water square, the player collects all the water tokens assigned to that square.  
If a player lands on a food square, the player picks up all the food tokens assigned to that square 
provided it is a food that the player’s species eats.  
(see pink animal information card for details of the foods eaten by different species) 
 
If a player lands on a human event or natural event, the player must pick up that card (the Boardmaster 
will do this for you) and the player must do what it says on the card.  
If a player is to lose 1 in 4 animals, this should happen only if the player has at least 4 animal tokens.  
 
(Examples:  
a player has 4 animal tokens – this player will lose 1 animal token;  
a player has 7 animal tokens – this player will still lose only 1 animal token;  
a player has 8 animal tokens – this player will lose 2 animal tokens;  
a player has 3 animal tokens – this player will not lose any animal token) 
 



 
Breeding 
 

 
When a player passes the player’s animal pre-breeding red line, the player collects a red Breed token.  
When a player passes Go, the player collects a red Breed token.  
A player does not collect a red Breed token on his/her first move. 
(ie when the player moves from Go at the start of the game). 
 
If a player lands on the Breed square, that player is allowed to breed without using any Breed tokens. 
If a player passes the Breed square, that player is allowed to breed but must use two red Breed tokens to 
enable breeding. If a player does not have two red Breed tokens, the player cannot breed at that time. 
 
When a player breeds, the player receives one extra animal token for every two the player already has.  
(Example: a player has two animal tokens already and so will receive one extra animal token; a player 
has five animal tokens but will receive only two extra animal tokens) 
 
In any year, a player cannot breed using red Breed tokens until the player has gone past the Breed 
square. 
 

 
Conservation Corner & Hibernate 

 

 
If a player lands on Conservation Corner, the player gains an animal. 
If a player lands on Hibernate, the player must miss a turn. 
 

 
Passing Go 

 

 
A lot needs to happen when a player passes Go 
 
When a player passes Go, the player receives 3 food tokens and 3 water tokens which the player places  
anywhere on the food/water squares on the board.  
 
Also when a player passes Go, the Boardmaster will ask the player to state how many food and water 
tokens s/he has. The player must also state how many animal tokens s/he has. If the player has more 
animal tokens than food tokens and more animal tokens than water tokens, the player must surrender 
the excess animal tokens. The player must have more food tokens than animal tokens and must also 
have more water tokens than animal tokens. 
 
(First example: a player has 4 water tokens and 5 animal tokens so this player must surrender 1 animal 
token; also the same player has 3 food tokens and since the player has 5 animal tokens, this player must 
also surrender 2 further animal tokens. 
 
Second example: a player has 2 water tokens & 1 food token; the player also has 2 animal tokens. This 
player needs to surrender one animal token only. (2=2 – no loss of token; 1<2 – lose one animal token) 
 
If you have more food tokens than your number of animal tokens and more water tokens than your 
number of animal tokens, you do not need to surrender any animal tokens. 
 



As a player passes Go, the Boardmaster records on the population graph the number of animals for the 
player. 
 
As a player passes Go, the player receives a red Breed token. 
 

 
End of the game 

 

 
The game could stop at any point.  
 
There is no winner, but players can discuss and compare their population graphs and discuss how the 
game progressed and any suggestions for changes to the rules.  
 
A successful species should have a relatively stable population over a number of years. 
 

 
Tactics 

 

 
Replenishing food after passing Go:  
this does not need to be placed all on the same square;  
you should consider replenishing food on the food squares where your animal will gather the food. 
 
As you approach Go (during winter), pay for your turn with an animal token rather than food or water 
token. Why? 
 
Throwing one dice or two dice.  
What do you think the advantages or disadvantages might be of using one or two dice?  
Talk about this with your friends and with others playing in your game. 
 

 

You can suggest other possible rules to try out or add during the game (if all players agree) 

If the number of animal tokens is getting too high: When they pass go, they must have 1 food or 1 water token for 

every animal token, otherwise animals without food/water tokens are lost.  

If they are running short of food/water, they could be allowed to collect 5 food/water tokens for themselves when 

they pass go. 

If the number of animals tokens in play is too small: They could get 2 new animal tokens for every 2 animal tokens 

when they breed (ie twins). 

If they have too much food and not enough animals, they could choose to pay 2 food tokens & throw both dice so 

they move faster & breed more often. 

The idea is to run the game as an experiment, seeing if there are any problems like too many or too few animals or 

food tokens in play and then modifying the rules to try to rectify this. Report any other rule changes in the feedback 

at the end. 

 

 

 


